From: Indelli, Joe
Sent: Tuesday, May 24, 2016 10:26 AM
To: Keane, Erin; Berlin, Steve
Subject: Microsoft Engagement

Good morning Erin and Steve. Microsoft has offered DoIT a free Windows 10 engagement. The
engagement will cover customization, deployment and security, within the context of the city
enterprise. I have attached a general description of the engagement from Microsoft. It has a value of
$16,500 and will be attended by me, Rod Warren, Tony Levato, Isaac Perez and Tina Hauri. If you have
any questions or issues with this, let me know. Thanks.

Windows 10 Enterprise:
Proof of Concept

Fast Start

Overview
Target Audience:
This offering is designed for
those who are looking to
experience an easy upgrade
from Windows 7, Windows 8
and Windows 8.1 as well as
enable easy upgrades to
future releases as Windows
becomes a service that gets
richer over time. This offering
allows organizations to
discuss traditional
deployment options as well
as review the new in-place
upgrade options.

Microsoft is working hard to make sure Windows 10 is the most
productive operating system we have built to help employees get
their projects done in less time.
Having a great operating system is only half the equation. With
Windows 10, and Office, Microsoft enables a rich ecosystem of
devices to empower employees to use the right device at the right
time to make things happen in your organization.
Now is the best time to start evaluating the product in a lab
environment as part of the Windows 10 Enterprise PoC. We have
technical experts ready to help you assess Windows 10 and Office
through a series of briefing, demonstrations and lab exercises
conducted during the PoC. The lab will remain with you after the
PoC for additional evaluation and updates as new builds become
available.
Microsoft has built Windows 10 to be an easy upgrade from
Windows 7 , Windows 8 and Windows 8.1, but also to enable easy
upgrades to future releases as Windows becomes a service that just
gets richer over time. As part of the PoC we will review the new inplace upgrade option, and discuss traditional deployment options to
help you evaluate the best approach for your organization.

Version 1.0

Windows 10

Designed for the way you
live and work

Protection against modern
security threats

Managed for continuous
innovation

Easy for Windows 7 users;
familiar user experience.
Windows 10 respects the
connection users have with
their devices and their desire
for a familiar experience,
carefully tailored to the screen
they’re on.

Windows 10 provides: identity,
threat and malware protection
features built-in; protection that
follows data wherever it resides;
two-factor authentication that’s
easy to deploy, manage and
simple to adopt.

In-place upgrade and more that
can reduce device wipe-andreload. Windows as A Service:
keep your devices secure and up
to date with latest technology,
while supporting mission critical
systems.

Windows 10 Enterprise Proof of Concept scope

1-week

The Windows 10 Enterprise PoC begins with a briefing of key Windows 10 and Office capabilities,
changes in deployment options and security innovations. This will be following by a series of technical
topics briefs with hands on lab activities to test capabilities.

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Day 4

Day 5

 Overview
 Windows 10 UI
 Windows +
Office
 Internet Explorer
 Lab set up
 Hands on
labs/demos

 Deployment
 Windows 10
Management
 Identity and
Security
 Hands on
labs/demos

 Windows as
a Service
 Image
Creation
 Hands on
labs/demos

 Platform
Delivery
 Office
Client
 Hands on
labs/demos

Establish a vision for
Windows 10 and Office
based on the outcomes of
the PoC. Assessment of your
current environment, and
roadmap of get ready
activities you can start now
to prepare your
infrastructure

Available for
future builds

Future follow up
| Additional Windows 10 features

| More to come!

We will contact you to
schedule follow up
briefings as new features
become available.
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